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James I and his parliaments 
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Consider the following question on James I, then take a look at the sample student response 
and examiner’s commentary (in red). 

Question 
Assess the reasons for James I’s disputes with his parliaments. 

 

Student answer with commentary 
There were many reasons for James I’s disputes with his parliaments. Underpinning all of the conflicts 
was a fundamental distrust between James and his parliaments fuelled by the king’s apparent belief in 
the divine right of kings. Financial issues were the main cause of disputes, but this resulted from 
parliament’s lack of trust in James and was closely linked to the issue of his prerogative rights. There 
were other issues, such as their differing views over the king’s desire for a union between England 
and Scotland and over foreign policy matters, which also caused problems — particularly when the 
latter was linked to religion. However, distrust was the most important factor and as such prevented a 
resolution of financial problems as seen in the failure of the Great Contract. 

 

This is a very strong opening paragraph. A clear view about the issue in the question is offered, with 
some support provided in the reference to the Great Contract and some links between the issues are 
made. The response outlines the issues that will be discussed in the main body of the essay. 

 

It was James’ apparent belief in the divine right of kings that created distrust between king and 
parliament. Although James frequently acknowledged that he would rule within the law, his speeches 
to parliament often sounded as if they were propounding absolutist claims. This was given further 
credence by his writings, ‘The Trew Law of Free Monarchies’ and ‘Basilikon Doron’, in which he 
asserted that monarchs were above the law, even though they should rule within it. James believed 
that he should interpret the law and was not accountable to parliament. As a result, Parliament feared 
that England would follow Spain and France towards absolutist government and that any gains they 
had made under Elizabeth I to be a permanent part of the constitution would be lost. Even though 
James had no intention of ruling as an absolute monarch, parliament was concerned and believed that 
the best way to ensure their future was to maintain a strict control over the financial purse. 
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The opening sentence introduces an idea which has been mentioned in the opening paragraph and is 
linked directly to the question. The argument within the paragraph is balanced and there is precise 
factual support with reference to James’ writings. The reason why these views caused conflict is 
explained and the issue is linked to the next paragraph by the final sentence. There is also some 
judgement and explanation as to why this was an important issue. 

 

As a result of the lack of trust, it was in financial matters that clashes were the most severe. James’ 
extravagance and the relative decline in the monarch’s income through the assessment system and 
inflation meant that he needed parliament to grant supply. This led to conflict over the question of 
impositions, seen most clearly in the Bates’ case, when parliament challenged the ruling of the Court 
of Exchequer in favour of the king. The failure of the Cockayne Project also angered the merchants in 
parliament, already displeased by impositions as they were forced to pay for a restoration of the 
privileges of the Merchant Adventurers. Similarly, the issue of monopolies, which had been a problem 
for Elizabeth also created conflict as courtiers used the system to make large profits, even though in 
1621 James cancelled many grants. However, it was the failure of the Great Contract that was the 
clearest evidence that trust between king and parliament had been eroded. The plan to solve James’ 
long term financial problems failed because parliament was unwilling to provide the king with a 
sufficient sum to pay off his debts, realising that if they agreed they would put James in a position 
where, with a regular income, he could dispense with them altogether. It was this incident that soured 
relations between king and parliament as James had offered compromises, but parliament sensing its 
strong position would not agree to his demands.  

 

The opening sentence links the focus of this paragraph — finance — back to the previous one. A 
range of issues are discussed, ranging from impositions, the Cockayne Project and monopolies to the 
Great Contract. There is again a balanced discussion about the impact of these disputes and there is 
a clear judgement reached that the Great Contract was the most important and serious clash, and this 
is developed and supported. In considering each of the issues, the response again shows detailed 
support. An interim judgement is reached in the final sentence and this follows from the idea proposed 
in the opening paragraph.  

 

James’ insistence on his prerogative rights only added to the mistrust. Although James had promised 
he would rule according to the law, and indeed did, his insistence on his prerogative rights being 
observed created tensions. This was particularly noticeable in three areas. Firstly, the right to 
adjudicate in disputed elections, although this was resolved with House of Commons acknowledged 
as the body that would decide elections, it left James feeling as if he was being challenged. However, 
it was the other two issues of purveyance and wardships that caused greater challenges. Initially, 
James had been willing to compromise, but when he realised it was not in his interests he appeared to 
backtrack. As a result, it appeared as if he had misled the House and led to them issuing ‘A Form of 
Apology and Satisfaction’ in which they expressed their anxiety about their rights being ignored. 
Although these disputes were not particularly serious, they clearly show that parliament was 
concerned about its position and set the scene for greater clashes during the reign of Charles I.  
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The opening sentence introduces a further issue, prerogative rights, and once again a range of areas 
of dispute are considered. As with the previous paragraphs, there is a balanced discussion and an 
interim judgement is reached as to which issue caused the greatest conflict. Furthermore, each of the 
issues is supported by accurate and relevant material and although it might be argued that these could 
have been developed further, the candidate would not have the time in an examination.  

 

Foreign Policy, although a recognised area of the royal prerogative, was still an area of contention, 
particularly when James needed money to be able to fight. However, most disputes between king and 
parliament over foreign policy occurred when religion was involved. This was evident in 1604 when 
England made peace with Spain and some protestant MPs, who were very hostile to Spain, objected. 
There were also clashes over attempts to reach marriage agreements and alliances with both France 
and Spain. Parliament wanted an alliance with the protestant Dutch, but this dispute came to nothing 
as Henry IV of France was assassinated. However, an attempt at a marriage alliance with Spain did 
lead to a hostile reaction from parliament, clear evidence that anxious Protestant MPs were willing to 
challenge the king as they feared that Catholicism was surging in mainland Europe. This fear 
appeared to be justified with the outbreak of the Thirty Years War. Although parliament might have 
been expected to support protestant forces, they were unwilling to back James in his quest to support 
the Protestant Frederick of the Palatine and did not grant money for an expedition in the 1621 
parliament, a clear sign of the lack of trust between king and parliament. Similarly, in 1624, Parliament 
granted only limited funds for defence and a naval war. The lack of funds and poor leadership resulted 
in a failed expedition and further criticisms from parliament and increased tensions between king and 
parliament.  

 

The final issue discussed is foreign policy. Once again, a range of issues are considered and are well 
supported. The response continues to assess the importance of each and although it might be argued 
more could have been made of the Thirty Years War in bringing about disputes, the limit on time will 
again have influenced the depth of detail. The interim judgement could have been clearer, and it would 
have been helpful to mention the failed Mansfeld expedition by name. However, this does not detract 
from the overall quality of the answer, which has remained focus and analytical.  

 

It was the lack of trust between James and Parliament that was the major reason for disputes. At the 
start of the reign, the disputes and lack of trust were over financial concerns, but as the reign 
progressed they were centered more on foreign affairs, although even here it was over the funding of 
them. Parliament’s control of the financial purse gave them considerable influence and they were 
reluctant to address the issue of finance as they feared for their position and believed income was 
being wasted. The failure of negotiations surrounding the Great Contract is a clear example of the 
interdependence of these issues, with neither side willing to compromise sufficiently due to the lack of 
trust between them.  

 

The conclusion reinforces the line of argument that has been pursued throughout the essay, showing 
a clear consistency. The response acknowledges that the area of dispute appears to shift from finance 
to foreign policy, although it also notices that they are linked. A clear explanation as to why money 
was such an important area of contention is evident, but the response also builds on the opening 
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paragraph in making the point that these factors are interlinked. The response is clearly focused and 
analytical throughout, with clear judgements as to the importance of issues made. Analysis is well-
supported and in the time allowed, a good range of factors are analysed and evaluated to reach a 
clear judgement.  
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